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Rational choice, in all its definitions by various disciplines,

allows agents to maximize utility. Formal axioms and simple

choice designs are suitable for assessing rationality in

monkeys. Their economic preferences are complete and

transitive. In this paper I will describe how neuronal reward

signals demonstrate a propensity for rational choice. Dopamine

signals follow transitivity and satisfy first-order stochastic

dominance that defines the better option. Neurons in

orbitofrontal cortex reflect unchanged preferences when a

dominated option is removed from the option set, thus

satisfying Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA). While

monkeys, with their reward neurons, may not be more rational

than humans, the constraints of controlled experiments seem

to allow them to behave rationally within their informational,

cognitive and temporal bounds.
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Introduction
At the 2017 Nobel dinner in Stockholm, my head of

department at the time, Bill Harris, told his dining

neighbor Richard Thaler, who had just won the Nobel

Prize in economics for his work on irrational human

choice, that a guy in his department had shown that

monkeys can make rational economic choices. Bill had

seen a talk I had given a few months earlier in a series of

departmental seminars in which we catch up on each
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2021, 41:50–56 
other’s work. Thaler contradicted him by citing the

famous example of a monkey throwing a piece of nutri-

tious cabbage after an experimenter who had just given

another monkey a much nicer food. Nevertheless, I am

often asked by economists after a talk why monkeys can

make rational choices when humans have such difficul-

ties. I will use this short article to make my point, which is

of course not as simple as its title, but monkeys do possess

the neuronal hardware that allows them to make rational

choices.

Rationality has many connotations in psychology, eco-

nomics, biology and evolution [1]. Whatever the perspec-

tive, the consequences from its violation, irrationality, are

quite evident; after ’poor’ choices we end up worse than

we would have ended otherwise. By contrast, true rational

choice results in the best possible outcome, irrespective

of being based on instinctive, automatic behavior without

awareness of consequences or on predictions, reasoning,

deliberation, emotional control and consistency. Thus,

rational choice leads to maximization of economic utility

that is specific for the individual decision-maker. We can

measure choice and infer preference (revealed by the

choice) and utility, both of which are not directly observ-

able; we consider revealed preferences and utility as

equivalent: if I prefer option x to option y, it can be said

that option x has higher utility u for me than option y

(formally: x�y is equivalent to u(x) � u(y), with � as

preference operator). By restricting rationality to the

single definition of utility, we can search for its neuronal

basis by studying reward utility signals in the brain.

The observation of a decision-maker trying to optimize

utility has a major problem: we don’t know what is best for

the agent, even if s/he says ‘this is best’ or at least thinks

so, both of which require insight and truthfulness and thus

are problematic. We may extrapolate from our own utility

functions, thinking what is best for me should also be best

for you, but that may ultimately lead to putting value and

norms onto others’ behavior. Or we infer others’ utility

functions from their choices, but then nothing would be

irrational. One source of ignorance may derive from a

potential but yet unknown longer-term or even evolu-

tionary gain, like the cabbage-throwing monkey trying to

discourage a potential competitor getting advantageous

food. Such behavior would reflect emotions, and indeed

emotions may provide a decent definition of irrationality

for psychologists. More objective, basic definitions
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1
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Satisfaction of transitivity.

(a) Binary choice. The animal fixates the central spot, chooses one of

the two fractal stimuli by eye movement, and receives the associated

reward.

(b) Large juice drop is preferred to small juice drop that itself is

preferred to small banana morsel (black and grey bars). Preference of

large juice drop to small banana morsel closes strong stochastic

transitivity (red).

(c) Average responses from 20 dopamine neurons follow rank order of

transitive preference. (a)–(c) reprinted with permission from Ref. [5].
assume that more is better, as represented by a positive

monotonic value function, but more is not always better.

For an obese agent, more food is obviously not better,

unless we think of famines that were frequent until a

hundred years ago and which an obese agent would

survive better than an individual with normal weight.

Thus, rational choice is not a ready-made, unequivocal

concept, and this article will approach it with minimal and

empirically testable assumptions.

Basic rationality requirements: completeness
and transitivity
A basic definition of rational choice employs two axioms

that need to be satisfied: completeness of preference

and transitivity [2�]. Completeness postulates that

agents have well-defined preferences: in a set of two

options, either option x is preferred to option y, or

option y is preferred to option x, or there is choice

indifference between the two options. Satisfaction of

the completeness axiom requires that choices are delib-

erate and distinguishes them from unreflected, auto-

matic behavioral reactions, as seen with simple Pavlov-

ian and habitual operant conditioning. Completeness

can be achieved within a well-defined, restricted and

fully known option set containing a finite number of

alternatives. The options are mutually exclusive (choose

one option or its alternative but not both) and collec-

tively exhaustive (the set includes all available options).

Frequently tested option sets contain two simulta-

neously presented options, allowing binary choice. In

this situation, agents are induced to express complete

preferences, although they could choose not to select

any option, avoiding to express a preference, which

would violate the completeness axiom; this is usually

not observed with well-motivated agents. Thus, the

completeness axiom defines choice scenarios in which

agents can make rational choices. However, it is difficult

to postulate specific neuronal signals representing com-

pleteness of preference, beyond general signals that

occur only during choice and not with Pavlovian or

habitual operant reactions.

Satisfaction of the second rationality axiom, transitivity,

can be directly tested on neurons. Transitivity assumes

that an agent who prefers option x to option y and option y

to option z should also prefer option x to option z. If

reward probabilities increase very mildly and gradually

from option x to y to z, together with an under-compen-

sating decrease of reward amounts, the agent may prefer

option z to option x in the transitivity test and thus violate

transitivity [3]. One reason may be that the probability

increases from x to y to z are almost imperceptible and

only get noticed with the bigger difference between

options x and z; the now-perceived probability increase

outcompetes the minor amount decrease, and option z is

preferred to option x. Thus, limits of sensory and
www.sciencedirect.com 
cognitive discrimination (‘just noticeable difference’)

may be a factor in irrational choice.

Monkeys’ choices typically satisfy transitivity. Neuro-

physiological data usually require multiple trials for sta-

tistical analysis. Choices vary slightly between trials,

which is attributed to stochastic processes intervening

between option presentation and overt choice [4�]. In one

such experiment [5], a monkey chooses between various

amounts of fruit juice and banana (Figure 1a,b). The

animal prefers large to small juice amounts (Figure 1b,

black) and small juice to small banana amounts (grey), as

inferred from the probability of choosing one option over

the other option with P > 0.5 (the not-all-or-none,
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2021, 41:50–56
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P < 1.0 choice of the preferred option reflects the sto-

chastic process that is captured by an S-shaped, rather

than rectangular, choice function). Transitivity is satisfied

when the animal prefers the large juice drop to the small

banana morsel (red); the higher probability for the transi-

tive choice compared to the two initial choices indicates

strong stochastic transitivity and strengthens the sugges-

tion of rational choice [6]. Starlings satisfy also stochastic

transitivity [1].

Midbrain dopamine neurons in monkeys code economic

utility relative to prediction (reward prediction error) [7]

(for an update on dopamine responses and their multi-

component nature and movement signals, see Ref. [8]).

The stimulus predicting the most preferred option (large

juice amount) elicits a positive dopamine prediction error

response relative to the average reward predicted from

past trials (Figure 1c, orange), whereas the stimulus

predicting the least preferred option (small banana mor-

sel) elicits a negative prediction error response (grey); the

stimulus predicting the intermediate small juice amount

elicits no response, reflecting little deviation from the

predicted reward average (green). Thus, dopamine

responses follow the preference ranks confirmed by com-

pliance with transitivity and constitute a neuronal corre-

late for rational choice.

More is better: first-order stochastic
dominance
In addition to formal axioms, rational choice can be tested

with a few well-conceptualized designs. A basic test

involves first-order stochastic dominance, that defines

unequivocally the better option in a given choice set

and tests whether more is preferred to less. Here,

‘stochastic’ refers to the natural tendency of rewards to

be uncertain (‘gambles’); this use of ‘stochastic’ differs

from the stochasticity of choice processes that underlie

preference variations in repeated trials; both meanings

may apply to behavioral neurophysiology studies.

In a first-order stochastically dominant option, the proba-

bility of receiving each outcome is at least as high as in the

alternativeoptionandhigherforatleastoneoutcome.State-

wise dominance is a reduced, more intuitive version in

which every outcome of the dominant option is at least as

goodasthecorrespondingoutcomeinthealternativeoption

and strictly better in at least one instance. Thus, would you

prefer one pound for sure or, alternatively, one pound to

which occasionally a second pound is added? Some people

may be so horrified by not knowing whether they will

ultimately receive one or two pounds that they might settle

for the one pound for sure, in which case they violate first-

order stochastic dominance and make an irrational choice

that gives them less than the best possible outcome. There

is no need to estimate a utility function to indicate how

much moretwopounds are worth than one pound, as long as

two pounds are preferred to one pound (positive value
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2021, 41:50–56 
function). By contrast, on-average better outcomes alone

do not amount to first-order stochastic dominance (as

choices would be prone to subjective weighting of reward

amounts and probabilities).

In an empirical test for first-order stochastic dominance, a

monkey chooses between a safe reward (Figure 2a, blue)

and a risky gamble with two equiprobable rewards

(P = 0.5 each) (red). Choice of the blue option delivers

a small reward on every trial, whereas choice of the red

option delivers either the same small reward or a larger

reward. Thus, the red option is equal or better compared

to its alternative in every trial and thus first-order sto-

chastically dominates the blue option (statewise domi-

nance). Conversely, in Figure 2b, the safe black option is

better than the green gamble that delivers a smaller

reward than the black option on half the trials. Cumula-

tive plots in Figure 2c show that reward probabilities for

the dominant options (red, black) are always the same or

higher than for the dominated option (blue, green).

Monkeys choose the better option on most trials

(Figure 2d); occasional violations reflect the stochastic

choice process (blue, green). Preference for the red option

is not explained by risk seeking, as preference for the

same risky gamble is lost to a higher safe reward (black in

Figure 2b-d). Thus, the animal’s choices satisfy first-order

stochastic dominance with two-outcome gambles [7], and

also with three-outcome gambles [9]. Monkeys also obey

second-order and third-order stochastic dominance that

requires intuitive, but obviously not conceptual, under-

standing of the reward distributions and demonstrate

maximization of utility rather than physical value [7,9].

The responses of midbrain dopamine neurons to individ-

ual option stimuli are stronger for the dominant than the

dominated gamble in no-choice trials (Figure 2e,f; red

versus blue; first-order stochastic dominance is defined by

the higher low-outcome in the red compared to blue

gamble) [7]. The result is confirmed when dominance

is solely defined by different outcome probabilities; the

dominant option delivers the lower amount on fewer trials

(both lower and upper outcomes are identical in both

options) (Figure 2g). Monkeys’ stochastic preferences

satisfy this more general test of first-order stochastic

dominance (Figure 2h). Dopamine responses in true

choice trials reflect the option the animal is going to

choose (chosen value response; Figure 2i): when choosing

the dominant option (red), dopamine responses are higher

compared to choosing the dominated option (blue). Thus,

dopamine responses follow the behavioral satisfaction of

first-order stochastic dominance as a neuronal correlate for

rational choice.

Independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA)
Each choice option, irrespective of being a biological

reward or an economic good, is composed of multiple

components (also called attributes, dimensions or aspects)
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2
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Satisfaction of first-order stochastic dominance.

(a) Two options for choice by eye movement. Red option statewise dominates blue option. Bar height indicates juice amount (higher is more, an

inter-species valid metaphor [30], which is delivered with the indicated probability. The thin line connecting the two options indicates same reward

amount for the connected bars.

(b) as (a) but black option dominates green option.

(c) Cumulative probability distributions for options shown in (a) and (b). Higher probability for larger rewards indicates dominance (from right to

left).

(d) Choice of red and black options stochastically satisfies statewise dominance.

(e) Two-bar choice options with appropriate symmetry for controlled neuronal recordings, and their probability distributions.

(f) Stronger average responses from 52 dopamine neurons to dominating option. (a)–(f) reprinted with permission from Ref. [7].

(g) Choice options and their probability distributions for testing first-order stochastic dominance based only on reward probability differences. Red

option first-order stochastically dominates blue option.

(h) Choice of red option stochastically satisfies first-order stochastic dominance.

(i) Stronger average responses from 99 dopamine neurons to dominating option. Re-analyzed data from Ref. [31].
and thus constitutes a bundle. The bundle components

may be integral parts of a reward or good, like quantity

and probability of goods [3], or consist of separable items,

like meat and vegetable of a meal. Preferences for bun-

dles are revealed by measurable choice of bundles within

a given option set that contains two or more bundles.

Thus, the revealed preference for a given option can be

defined as the probability of choosing that option over all

other options within the option set. The preferences

reflect the integrated utility of their components (rather

than the utility of a single component alone, called

lexicographic preferences). The integration requires

additional computation and thus adds unreliability that

renders bundle choice more vulnerable [10] and may lead

to preference reversal and thus irrational choice. The

rationality is captured by the Weak Axiom of Revealed
www.sciencedirect.com 
Preference (WARP); when option x is preferred to option

y in a given option set, there cannot be any option set

containing both x and y in which y is preferred to x [2�].
Popular tests of WARP concern the Independence of

Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA) that is violated when reduc-

tion or expansion of option sets by removing or adding

one or more dominated (non-preferred) options leads to

preference reversal, as seen with the similarity, compro-

mise, asymmetric dominance and attraction effects

[11,12�,13��,14��].

An empirical assessment of IIA may employ Arrow’s

version of WARP, whose satisfaction requires the domi-

nant bundle to remain preferred to all other bundles

within the bundle set when a dominated (irrelevant)

bundle is removed from the set [15�]. Figure 3a shows
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2021, 41:50–56
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Figure 3
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Satisfaction of Arrow’s Weak Axiom of Revealed Preference (WARP) addressing Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA).

(a) Positions of bundles on behavioral choice indifference curve (y, z) and above (x), suggesting preference of bundle x to bundles y and z.

Elipsoids refer to three-bundle set ({x, y, z}; solid) and two-bundle set ({x, y}; dotted).

(b) Behavioral satisfaction of WARP: bundle x remains preferred (x{x,y,z}, blue) when restricting the three-bundle set {x,y,z} to two-bundle set {x,y}

(bundle x was chosen with highest probability in both sets). Bars show choice probability while recording the neuron shown in c (N = 83 choices).

(c) Neuronal satisfaction of WARP in orbitofrontal cortex. Stronger response with choice of preferred bundle x (blue) compared to choice of

alternative bundles y (green) or z (grey) (P < 0.002 for bundle x versus y and z; two-factor Anova). Responses to preferred bundle x remain

strongest with restriction from three-bundle set {x,y,z} (solid blue) to two-bundle set {x,y} (dotted blue) (N = 16 neurons; P > 0.05; response to

bundle x in three-bundle set versus two-bundle set; two-factor Anova). Filled dots at left indicate chosen bundles whose responses are shown in

rasters to the right. (a)–(c) reprinted with permission from Ref. [16�].
such a test [16�]: within the three-bundle set {x,y,z} (solid

ellipsoid), bundles y and z are positioned on the same

choice indifference curve, indicating equal preference

between them, whereas bundle x is positioned above

the indifference curve, suggesting preference to bundles

y and z. The reduced bundle set {x,y} (dotted ellipsoid)

contains the same two bundles x and y but not bundle z.

Within the three-bundle set {x,y,z}, a monkey prefers

bundle x to bundles y and z (Figure 3b; filled bars).

Importantly, when the option set is reduced to two

options {x,y} by removing bundle z, the animal keeps

preferring bundle x to bundle y (striped bars). These

choices satisfy Arrow’s WARP. In a different species and

with a different design, the choices of starlings comply

with IIA between two-option and three-option sets [1].

Reward neurons in the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) of

monkeys, when tested with the three-bundle option

set {x,y,z}, show the strongest response to the dominant

bundle x and weaker responses to the dominated bundles

y and z (Figure 3c, solid lines and filled circles); bundle z,
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2021, 41:50–56 
which is as much preferred by the animal as bundle y,

elicits a similar response as bundle y, confirming the

neuronal relationship to bundle dominance. Importantly,

when tested with the reduced option set {x,y}, the still-

preferred bundle x elicits very similar responses in the

same OFC neurons (blue dotted line and filled circle) as

in the three-bundle set {x,y,z} (and bundle y elicits a

similar response as in the {x,y,z} set, green dotted). These

OFC responses reflect the maintained bundle dominance

despite change in option set size and thus provide a

neuronal correlate for satisfaction of Arrow’s WARP for

IIA.

Not smarter, just more constrained
Why do monkeys and their reward signals seem rational,

as opposed to humans? Contrary to the monkeys’ satis-

faction of first-order stochastic dominance and Arrow’s

WARP, humans often choose first-order dominated

options and typically violate IIA [12�]. The reason are

unlikely to be superior monkey intelligence. Even plants

are making rational ‘choices’ without conceivable access
www.sciencedirect.com
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to insight, awareness or other cognitive processes [17��]:
with low, close-to-survival fertilizer concentrations, plant

roots prefer ‘risky’ soil whose fertilizer varies around the

survival level, rather than soil with constant, below sur-

vival-level fertilizer concentration of same mean; only

with more fertilizer do the plants prefer ‘safe’ soil. This

behavior follows risk-sensitive foraging theory: with mean

food amount too low to survive the night, birds prefer

risky options with food peaks sufficient for survival, rather

than fixed food with same low mean insufficient for

survival [18�]. Thus, plants and animals rationally satisfy

first-order stochastic dominance as shown in Figure 2a:

when bar height scales with survival, only the top red bar

allows survival. So, how come that plants, birds and

monkeys can make rational choices when humans so

often fail?

Monkeys perform tens of thousands of trials over several

weeks and months in constant, well-constrained labora-

tory environments, with full knowledge and daily experi-

ence of constant reward distributions. Such stable situa-

tions conceivably reduce reference-dependency [19] and

adaptation to reward probability distributions [20–25,26�],
which may underlie irrational choices [14��,27,28,29�]. By

contrast, humans are tested in much fewer trials and more

complex tasks with fluent or unknown reward distribu-

tions. The primate tests may be artificial and unrepresen-

tative of daily life, but they clearly demonstrate the

existence of a basic propensity for rational choice and

the necessary neuronal hardware.

The fact that monkeys make rational choices in well

defined, experienced and understood situations but

humans perform with many fewer constraints relates to

the issue of ‘Bounded Rationality’: agents are more likely

to make rational choices within bounds defined by avail-

able information, cognitive abilities and time to make a

decision [29�]. The well-constrained laboratory situation

may not require the animals to exceed their informational,

cognitive and temporal limits, thus reducing uninformed

decisions, poor understanding and time pressure. Work-

ing within such bounds, monkeys may perfectly well

choose rationally, as would humans, birds and plants.

Of course, their rational choices is likely restricted to

the laboratory and similarly well defined and constrained

environments. As the saying goes ‘Good fences make

good neighbors’, but agents should beware of acting

outside their bounds where they have insufficient under-

standing, information and time and make disadvanta-

geous decisions.

While irrational choice is usually perceived as being bad and

preventing utility maximization, ithas survivedevolutionary

pressure and is present in modern homo sapiens post-Nean-

derthalensis. Like exploration, irrational choice may inad-

vertently lead to sampling of options that are believed to be

suboptimal from past experience but which may have
www.sciencedirect.com 
unknowingly improved in the meantime and are now advan-

tageous for the agent. Maybe a linear combination of

bounded rationality and irrational choice is better in the long

run than either the comfortable rigidity from bounded ratio-

nality or the disruptive chaos from irrational choice alone?
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